MEMORANDUM

From: Commanding General
To: President, Naval Postgraduate School, 1 University Circle, Monterey, California 93943

Subj: CO-SPONSORSHIP OF MODELING, VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS AND SIMULATION DEGREE PROGRAM AT NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

1. The Naval Postgraduate School’s Modeling, Virtual Environments and Simulation (MOVES) Institute has been instrumental in providing Marine Corps Modeling and Simulation (M&S) officers the ability to support our warfighters. Marines who graduate from the MOVES Institute obtain the necessary skills and education needed to deliver M&S solutions to help resolve a variety of complex problems.

2. In conjunction with the Naval Modeling and Simulation Office, I will co-sponsor the MOVES degree program. The Marine Corps Modeling and Simulation Management Office (MCMSMO) will act as my representative in all matters concerning MOVES Institute and the degree program.

3. The point of contact for this memorandum is Mr. Brett Telford, MCMSMO, at brett.telford@usmc.mil or 703-784-0432.

M. B. HIEBE